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Abstract
Weemploy a high-order perturbative expansion to characterize the ground state of theMott phase of
the one-dimensional Bose–Hubbardmodel.We compute for different integer filling factors the
energy per lattice site, the two-point and density–density correlations, and expectation values of
powers of the on-site number operator determining the local atomnumber fluctuations (variance,
skewness, kurtosis).We compare these expansions to numerical simulations of the infinite-size system
to determine their range of applicability.We also discuss a new sum rule for the density–density
correlations that can be used in both equilibrium and non-equilibrium systems.
1. Introduction
The Bose–Hubbardmodels capture key properties of numerous experimentally relevant configurations of cold
bosonic atoms placed in optical lattices [1–4]. The simplest of them is defined by theHamiltonian
H J a a n n
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where thefirst termdescribes tunnelling between adjacent sites, while the second one accounts for on-site
interactions. The competition between these two terms leads to theMott insulator-superfluid quantumphase
transitionwhen thefilling factor (themean number of atoms per lattice site) is integer [5, 6]. The system is in the
superfluid phase when the tunnelling termdominates (J Jc> )whereas it is in theMott insulator phase when the
interaction termwins out (J Jc< ). The location of the critical point depends on the filling factor n and the

















It should bementioned that there is a few percent disagreement between different numerical computations of
the position of the critical point (see section 8.1 of [4] for an exhaustive discussion of this topic). That affects
neither our results nor the discussion of our findings.
The Bose–Hubbardmodel (1), unlike some one-dimensional spin and cold atom systems [6, 7], is not
exactly solvable. Therefore, it is not surprising that accurate analytical results describing its properties are scarce.
To the best of our knowledge, the only systematic way of obtaining them is provided by the perturbative
expansions [8–14]. In addition to delivering (free offinite-size effects) insights into physics of the Bose–Hubbard
model, these expansions can be used to benchmark approximate approaches (see e.g. [15, 16]).
We compute the following ground-state expectation values: the energy per lattice siteE, the two-point
correlations C r a a ,j j r( ) ˆ ˆ†= á ñ+ the density–density correlations D r n n ,j j r( ) ˆ ˆ= á ñ+ and the powers of the on-site
number operator Q r n n .i
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Our perturbative expansions are obtainedwith the technique described in [10] (see also [11] for a similar
approach yielding the same results). The differences with respect to [10] are the following. First, we have
computed perturbative expansions for the filling factors n= 2 and 3, whichwere not studied in [10]. Second,
we have enlarged the order of all the expansions for the n= 1filling factor thatwere reported earlier.Moreover,
several perturbative results for the n= 1 case, that were not listed in [10], are provided in appendix B. Third, we
have computed perturbative expansions for the expectation values of different powers of the on-site atom
number operator, whichwere not discussed in [10]. This allowed us for computation of the skewness and
kurtosis characterizing on-site atomnumber distribution. Fourth, we have derived an important sum rule for
the density–density correlations allowing for verification of all our perturbative expansions for these
correlations.
The range of validity of our perturbative expansions is carefully established through numerical simulations.
There is another crucial difference herewith respect to our formerwork [10]. Namely, instead of considering a
40-site system,we study an infinite systemusing the translationally invariant version of the time evolving block
decimation (TEBD) algorithm sometimes referred to as iTEBD [17] (where i stands for infinite). The ground
state of the system is found by imaginary time propagation [18]. For the detailed description of themethod and
its relation to the densitymatrix renormalization group studies see the excellent review [19]. The application of
iTEBD allows for obtaining results free of the finite-size effects fromnumerical computations (see appendix A
for the details of these simulations). Our symbolic perturbative expansions have been done on a 256Gb
computer. The numerical computations require two orders ofmagnitude smaller computermemory.
The outline of this paper is the following.We discuss in section 2 various identities that can be used to check
the validity of our perturbative expansions. In particular, we derive there a sum rule for density–density
correlation functions. Section 3 is focused on the ground state energy per lattice site. Section 4 shows our results
for the variance of the on-site atomnumber operator. Section 5 discusses expectation value of different powers
of the on-site number operator and the related observables: the skewness and kurtosis of the local atomnumber
distribution. Section 6 discusses the two-point correlation functions. Section 7 provides results on the density–
density correlations. The perturbative expansions presented in sections 3–7 are compared to numerics, which
allows for establishing the range of their applicability. Additional perturbative expansions are listed in
appendices B, C, D for thefilling factors n 1, 2, 3,= respectively. The paper endswith a brief summary
(section 8).
2.Ground state identities and sum rule
There are several identities rigorously verifying our perturbative results. First, straight from the eigen-equation
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It is easy to check that our perturbative expansions—(8), (12), and (27) for n= 1; (9), (13), and (30) for n= 2;
and (10), (14), and (33) for n= 3—satisfy this identity.
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A similar identity can be found in section 7.1 of [4]. Once again, it is straightforward to check that our expansions
for n 1, 2, 3= satisfy this identity.
Finally, we obtain a sum rule for the density–density correlations in a one-dimensional system
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It is again an easy exercise to check that our expansions—(36)–(38) and (B6)–(B10) for n= 1; (39)–(41) and
(C5)–(C7) for n= 2; and (42)–(44) and (D4)–(D6) for n= 3—satisfy this sum rule2. Equation (4) can be
obtained from the sum rule for the zerothmoment of the dynamic structure factor (see [20] for a general
2
There is no need to perform the sumover infinite number ofD(r)ʼs to see that our results satisfy the sum rule (4). This follows from the
observation that D r n O J0 r2 2( ) ( )> - = . Thus, if our expansions for n= 1 (n = 2 and 3) are done up to the order J16 (J12), we need to
knowD(r) only for r 1, 2, , 8= ¼ r 1, 2, , 6 .( )= ¼
2
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introduction to a dynamic structure factor and its sum rules and [21] for their discussion in a Bose–Hubbard
model).We have, however, derived it in the following elementary way.
Consider a systemofN atoms placed in theM-site periodic lattice (N M, < ¥). Assuming that the system is
prepared in an eigenstate of the number operator, say ,∣Yñ we have

















The next step is to assume that the correlations n ni j∣ ˆ ˆ ∣áY Yñdepend only on the distance between the two lattice
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where x⌊ ⌋stands for the largest integer not greater than x, M 2⌊ ⌋is the largest distance between two lattice sites
in theM-site periodic lattice, and the prime in the sum indicates that in even-sized systems the summand for
r M 2⌊ ⌋= has to bemultiplied by a factor 1/2.One obtains equation (4) by taking the limit of N M,  ¥
such that thefilling factor n=N/M is kept constant. Such a procedure ismeaningful as long as the correlations
D(r) tend to n2 sufficiently fast as r increases, whichwe assume. The extension of the above sum rule to two- and
three-dimensional systems is straightforward, sowe do not discuss it.
Instead, wemention that the sum rule (6) can be also applied to non-equilibrium systems satisfying the
assumptions used in its derivation. It can be used either to study constraints on the dynamics of the density–
density correlations or to verify the accuracy of numerical computations. Both applications are relevant for the
studies of quench dynamics of the Bose–Hubbardmodel triggered by the time-variation of the tunnelling
coupling J [22–24].Wemention in passing that a completely different work on the sum rules applicable to the
Bose–Hubbardmodel can be found in [25].
Finally, wemention that it has been shown in [10] that the ground state energy per lattice site and the
density–density correlations in the Bose–Hubbardmodel are unchanged by the
J J 7( ) -
transformation, while the two-point correlations transformunder (7) as C r C r1 .r( ) ( ) ( ) - Using the same
reasoning one can show thatQ(r) is symmetric with respect to (7) aswell. One can immediately check that all the
expansions that we provide satisfy these rules. This observation provides onemore consistency check of our
perturbative expansions.Moreover, it allows us to skip the O Jm 2( )+ termby the end of every expansion ending
with a Jm term.
3.Ground state energy
The ground state energy per lattice siteE for the unit filling factor is
E
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while for n= 2 it is given by
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andfinally for n= 3 it reads
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The ground state energy for an arbitrary integerfilling factorwas perturbatively calculated up to the J4 terms in
section 7.1 of [4]. Our expansions, of course,match this result.
A quick inspection offigure 1 reveals that there is an excellent agreement between numerics andfinite-order
perturbative expansions (8)–(10)not only in thewholeMott insulator phase, but also on the superfluid side near
the critical point (see [16] for the same observation in the n = 1 system). This is a bit surprising for two reasons.
3
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First, it is expected that the perturbative expansions breakdownat the critical point in the thermodynamically
large systemsundergoing a quantumphase transition. This, however, does notmean that ourfinite-order
expansions (8)–(10) cannot accurately approximate ground state energy per lattice site across the critical point.
Second, wefind it actuallymore surprising that despite the fact that ourfinite-order perturbative expansions
for bothC(1) andD(0)depart from the numerics on theMott side, their combination (3)works sowell across
the critical point. The two-point correlation functionC(1) is depicted infigures 8–10, whileD(0) is given by
var n n ,2( ˆ) + where var n( ˆ) is plotted infigure 2. It would be good to understandwhether this cancellation
comes as a coincidence due to the finite-order of our perturbative expansions (8)–(10).
Figure 1.The energy per lattice site for different filling factors. Lines come from expansions (8)–(10), while dots shownumerical
results obtained using iTEBD codewith the imaginary time evolution. Both here and in otherfigures we have (i) added blue dotted
lines connecting the dots to facilitate quantification of the discrepancies between perturbative expansions and numerics; (ii) drawn
red vertical dotted lines at the positions of the critical points; and (iii) used all the terms of the computed perturbative expansions listed
in the paper to plot the perturbative results.
Figure 2.The variance (11) of the on-site atomnumber operator for thefilling factors n 1, 2, 3.= Lines come from expansions (12)–
(14), while the dots represent numerics.
4
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4. Variance of on-site number operator
Themost basic insight into the local fluctuations of the number of atoms in the ground state is delivered by the
variance of the on-site number operator
n n n D nvar 0 . 11i i
2 2 2( )ˆ ˆ ˆ ( ) ( )= - = -
This quantity is experimentally accessible due to the spectacular recent progress in the quantumgas
microscopy [26].
Wefind that for the unit filling factor
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for thefilling factor n= 2
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andfinally for n=3
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The comparison between these perturbative expansions and numerics is presented infigure 2.We see there
that our expansions accuratelymatch numerics inmost of theMott phase and break downnear the critical
point. Itmight beworth to note that these on-site atomnumberfluctuations are nearly the same at the critical
point (2) for the different filling factors (they equal roughly 0.4 there).
5. Powers of number operator
Further characterization of the fluctuations of the occupation of individual lattice sites comes from the study of
expectation values of the integer powers of the on-site number operator
Q r n n 15i
r r( ) ˆ ( )= -
for r 2> (the r = 2 casewas analyzed in section 4). Once again, wemention that these observables can be
experimentally studied [26].
For the unitfilling factor, we get
Q J J J J J J J
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For two atoms per site, we obtain
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Finally, for three atoms per site we derive
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These expansions are compared to numerics infigures 3, 4 and 5. They reproduce the numerics in theMott
insulator phase in the same range of the tunneling coupling J as our expansions for the variance of the on-site
number operator.
Using expansions (16)–(24) one can easily go further, i.e., beyond the variance, in characterization of the on-
site atomnumber distribution. For example, one can easily compute the skewness [27, 28]
Figure 3.Expectation values of the powers of the on-site number operator (15) for the unit filling factor. Lines show expansions (16)–
(18), while the dots shownumerics.
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The skewness is ameasure of a symmetry of the distribution. It is zero for a distribution that is symmetric around
themean.We plot the skewness in figure 6 andfind it to be positive in theMott insulator phase, which indicates
that the distribution of different numbers of atoms is tilted towards larger-than-mean on-site occupation
numbers. This is a somewhat expected result given the fact that the possible atomoccupation numbers are
bounded frombelowby zero and unbounded from above. Given the fact that S 1 2∣ ∣ < in figure 6, onemay
conclude that the on-site atomnumber distribution is ‘fairly symmetric’ in theMott phase according to the
criteria from [28].
The kurtosis quantifies whether the distribution is peaked orflat relative to the normal (Gaussian)
distribution. It is calibrated such that it equals zero for the normal distribution of arbitrarymean and variance.
Figure 4.Expectation values of the powers of the on-site number operator (15) for the n= 2filling factor. Lines show expansions
(19)–(21), while the dots shownumerics.
Figure 5.Expectation values of the powers of the on-site number operator (15) for the n= 3filling factor. Lines show expansions
(22)–(24), while the dots shownumerics.
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K 0> (K 0< ) indicates that the studied distribution is peaked (flattened) relative to the normal distribution.
We plot the kurtosis infigure 7. As J 0 one easily finds fromour expansions that K J .2~ - This singularity
reflects the strong suppression of the local atomnumber fluctuations in the deepMott insulator limit. The
kurtosismonotonically decays in theMott phase (figure 7).
To put these results in context, we compare them to the on-site atomnumber distribution in the deep
superfluid limit of J  ¥ (the Poisson distribution [29]). The probability offinding s atoms in a lattice site is
then given in the thermodynamic limit by n n sexp ,s( ) !- where n is themean occupation. One thenfinds that
S n1= and K n1= for the Poisson distribution. Keeping inmind that theGaussian distribution is
characterized by S K 0,= = we can try to seewhether the on-site atomnumber distribution near the critical
point is Gausssian-like or Poissonian-like.
We see from figures 6 and 7 that at the critical point (2)we have S 0.22, 0.11, 0.07» and K 0.19, 0.3, 0.4»
for n 1, 2, 3,= respectively. Therefore, the real distribution lies somehowbetween Poissonian andGaussian.
Figure 6.The skewness of the on-site atomnumber distribution. Lines show equation (25) computedwith expansions from sections 4
and 5.Dots shownumerics.
Figure 7.The kurtosis of the on-site atomnumber distribution. Lines show equation (26) computedwith expansions from sections 4
and 5.Dots shownumerics.
8
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The skewness suggests that for thesefilling factors the distribution at the critical point ismoreGaussian than
Poissonian.On the other hand, the kurtosis for n= 1 (n= 2, 3) ismoreGaussian (Poissonian). From this we
conclude that for the unitfilling factor the on-site atomnumber distribution at the critical point is better
approximated by theGaussian distribution.
6. Two-point correlations
The two-point correlation functions play a special role in the cold atom realizations of the Bose–Hubbardmodel
[30–32]. Their Fourier transformprovides the quasi-momentumdistribution of a cold atom cloud, which is
visible through the time-of-flight images that are taken after releasing the cloud from the trap.
For thefilling factor n= 1, they are given by




















= - - + - + +
+
Figure 8.The two-point correlation functions for the unitfilling factor. Lines from top to bottom correspond to r 1, 2, 3,=
respectively. They depict perturbative expansions (27)–(29). The numerics is presentedwith dots.
Figure 9.The two-point correlation functions for the n= 2filling factor. Lines from top to bottom correspond to r 1, 2, 3,=
respectively. They depict perturbative expansions (30)–(32). The numerics is presentedwith dots.
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and for thefilling factor n= 2 they are
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andfinally for n= 3 they read
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Expansions up to the order J3 forC(1),C(2), andC(3) at arbitrary integer filling factors are listed in section 7.1 of
[4] and agree with our results.
We see infigures 8–10 that the above perturbative expansions break downwithin theMott insulator phase
(the larger r, the deeper in theMott phase the expansion breaks down).We notice that it is instructive to
Figure 10.The two-point correlation functions for the n= 3filling factor. Lines from top to bottom correspond to r 1, 2, 3,=
respectively. They depict perturbative expansions (33)–(35). The numerics is presentedwith dots.
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compare the value of the correlationsC(r) around the critical point to their deep superfluid limit.C(r) in the
J  ¥ limit tends to n (see e.g. appendix B of [10]). Therefore, the three correlation functions C r 1, 2, 3( )=
reach at least 50%of their deep superfluid value near the critical point, whichwell illustrates the significance of
quantumfluctuations at the critical point.
The ground state quasi-momentumdistribution is defined as
n k
M







˜( ) ˆ ˆ [ ( )]†å= á ñ -
=
whereM stands for the number of lattice sites (we skip the prefactor proportional to the squaredmodulus of the
Fourier transformof theWannier functions; see [31] for details). Taking the limit of M  ¥ at the fixed integer
filling factor n, one gets
n k n C r rk2 cos .
r 1
˜( ) ( ) ( )å= +
=
¥
Using equations (27)–(29) and (B1)–(B5) for n= 1, equations (30)–(32) and (C1)–(C4) for n= 2, and
equations (33)–(35) and (D1)–(D3) for n= 3 the state-of-the-art high-order perturbative quasi-momentum
distributions for different filling factors can be obtained. These results can be compared to [14], where an
expressionwith terms up to J3 for an arbitrary filling factor is computed. As expected, wefind these results in
agreementwith ourfindings.
7.Density–density correlations
Similarly as the observables from sections 4 and 5, the density–density correlations can be experimentally
approached through the technique discussed in [26].
The density–density correlations are given for n= 1 by
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for n= 2 they read
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andfinally for n= 3 they can bewritten as
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The correlation functionsD(1) andD(2)were computed for an arbitrary integerfilling factor up to the order J4 in
section 7.1 of [4]. These results agree with our expansions.
Figure 11.The density–density correlation functions for the unitfilling factor. Lines frombottom to top illustrate perturbative results
for r 1, 2, 3,= respectively. Dots shownumerics. Perturbative expansions are given by equations (36)–(38).
Figure 12.The density–density correlation functions for the n= 2filling factor. Lines frombottom to top illustrate perturbative
results for r 1, 2, 3,= respectively. Dots shownumerics. Perturbative expansions are given by equations (39)–(41).
12
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The comparison between our perturbative expansions and numerics is presented infigures 11–13 for
differentfilling factors. The expansions break downnear the critical point on theMott side of the transition.
Comparing figures 8–10 tofigures 11–13, we see that expansions for the two-point and density–density
correlations break down in similar distances from the critical point.Moreover, this comparison shows that the
two-point correlations changemore appreciably within theMott phase than the density–density correlations.
We attribute it to the constraints that are imposed on the density–density correlations due to the atomnumber
conservation.
8. Summary
Wehave computed state-of-the-art high-order perturbative expansions for several observables characterizing
ground state properties of the one-dimensional Bose–Hubbardmodel in theMott phase. As compared to our
former results for the filling factor n= 1 [10], we have extended our analysis by considering thefilling factors
n= 2 and 3 (wehave also enlarged the number of terms for the n = 1 case).We have characterized the on-site
atomnumber distribution by giving the predictions for the skewness and kurtosis. Thosemay serve as useful
benchmarks for experimental in situ observations [26].We have also derived in a simpleway an important sum
rule applicable to both equilibrium and non-equilibriumdensity–density correlations. That sum rule allows for
verification of our perturbative expansions and itmay be useful for checking the consistency of experimental
data.We have also carefully established the range of applicability of our perturbative expansions through
numerical simulations. The expansions discussed in this work can be easily typed or imported into computer
software such asMathematica orMaple and used for benchmarking approximate approaches, comparing
theoretical predictions to experimentalmeasurements, testing Padé approximations, etc.
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AppendixA. iTEBD simulations
There are two factors that have to be taken care of to assure the convergence of results in the numerical
implementation of iTEBD. Thefirst one is themaximal allowed number of bosons per site assumed in the
variational ansatz,Nmax.We take N 6max = for thefilling factor n= 1 up to N 12max = for n= 3.We have
Figure 13.The density–density correlation functions for the n= 3filling factor. Lines frombottom to top illustrate perturbative
results for r 1, 2, 3,= respectively. Dots shownumerics. Perturbative expansions are given by equations (42)–(44).
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checked that these values lead to converged results. The second important factor is the number of Schmidt
decomposition eigenvalues,χ, kept during each step of the procedure [17, 19].χmay be quite small deep in the
Mott regime (of about 20)while itmust be significantly increased close to the critical point and in the superfluid
regime.We have found that for reliable energy, particle number variance, as well as two-point correlations with
small r the choice of 150c = was largely enough (with the relative error of the order of 10−7 in energy and 10−5
in particle number variance). Let us note that the numerical studies of long-range correlations (r of the order of a
hundred) require taking rc > at least [18].
Appendix B.One atomper site
Our remaining perturbative expansions for the n= 1filling factor are listed below. The two-point correlations:
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The density–density correlations:
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AppendixC. Two atoms per site
Our remaining perturbative expansions for the n= 2filling factor are listed below. The two-point correlations:
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AppendixD. Three atoms per site
Our remaining perturbative expansions for the n= 3filling factor are listed below. The two-point correlations:
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